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unravelling caused by climate change, and the newly elected US president, Donald Trump, is leading
the fight. Trump's recent and bold declarations about the need to rebuild the US's coal industry will

have a lasting impact on the world, not least because he has the ear of some of the largest potential
investors in any such re-start. The International Energy Agency, which advises governments on

tackling climate change and its impact on energy security, said that coal-fired power was on the way
down. The agency's chief economist, Fatih Birol, said: "The trend of coal-fired power towards decline
remains. The transition to decarbonisation is picking up momentum." And the truth is that Trump has

taken his bold stance because there are signs that investors are beginning to take notice. In
November, Bloomberg noted that coal stocks have reached their lowest level since 2005, while in

December, the bond market was questioning whether or not there was a market for high-cost, highly
polluting coal power plants that were scheduled to be built in China. Stephen Cheney of the
investment firm, Cheviot Asset Management, said: "My sense is that people in the financial

community are wondering, 'Do you want to be in a world where there is going to be a lot of added
CO2 just waiting for a handful of countries to reduce their emissions?' "It is an increasing concern

that coal-fired power plants in China and India are being retired. It is a growing concern that on top
of that, coal-fired power is being phased out in Europe. A lot of the momentum in the market is

around the US and Australia, and as we remove coal-fired power in Europe, China and India, that is
where the momentum is. That is where the concern is." The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was
also worried about the future of coal, and its chief economist, Maurice Obstfeld, last week said that

coal's role in the world energy mix was waning. The IMF is not a major investor in coal, but the share
of coal in global energy is shrinking. The IMF forecasts that coal will drop from 16% of global energy

in 2015 to 12.6% in 2025. The trend is likely to be
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New: Do not show your entire uptime in sjirrs; simply show newline. New: sjirs -d now shows date of
launch. New: sjirs -s shows login time, not startup time. sjirs -g, -h, and -m options do what they
should. sjirs -r option now changes job for -s. Fixes bug #566633. If the output file already has a
timestamp, 0 is passed to date, and 00:00:00 is passed to strftime. Originally, sjirs -h honored an

option specifying a filename pattern; now it ignores a filename pattern. If a job for -s specified output
file times out before the init jobs finish, sjirs -r now restart-num jobs. sjirs -r now honors start

keyword, sjirs -s and sjirs -d. If a program exits non-zero after starting, sjirs -r now restarts the job.
Fixes bug #560623. Running sjirs inside make -j now works again. sjirs now honors start keyword,
sjirs -s and sjirs -d. If a job for -s specifies output file times out before the init jobs finish, sjirs now

restart-num jobs. sjirs -d no longer mistakenly shows %i at the beginning of %I and %o at the
beginning of %O. sjirs -i -s now correctly recursively runs jobs in the current directory. todotxt now

generates correct information about the todo.txt file it writes out. If the target's path contains a
directory name, sjirs now accepts the todos script from the directory. Fixed bug #542994: Output file
name not specified as an option caused sjirs -s to fail. sjirs -i -s now correctly recursively runs jobs in

the current directory. sjirs now honors start keyword, sjirs -s and sjirs -d. If a job for -s specifies
output file times out before the init jobs finish, sjirs now restarts the job. sjirs now honors start

keyword, sjirs -s and sjirs -
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